
DreamBox Math, the only K – 8 digital math program rated STRONG by Evidence for  
ESSA, is powered by students, built by and for educators and proven to positively impact 
student achievement.

EXCITING FOR STUDENTS, EMPOWERING FOR EDUCATORS

DreamBox Math

Both during and between lessons, the program dynamically adapts and 

how they solve problems. By automatically and continually supporting all 
students at their right level, DreamBox is a powerful math partner in every 
classroom, school and district. Along with reporting and tools that help 

development relevant to the math their students are learning. It provides 
administrators with insights into how all students are progressing and enables 
strong connections between home and school.
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A motivating environment that students love
Students learn what they need to know — when they need to 
know it — at their own pace and place.
Personalizes instruction: Continuous formative assessment captures 
students’ decisions as they solve every math problem. The program’s 
adaptive technology adjusts within and between lessons  
to match each learner’s level of readiness and create a personalized 

action not memorization.
Deepens conceptual understanding and fluency: Students drive their 
learning to build deeper mathematical understanding and confidence.  
They model relationships and connect with mathematical ideas through 
digital manipulatives. The lessons engage them in ways pencil and paper 
and digitized worksheets never could.
Challenges and motivates all learners: Responsive learning environments 
adapt to struggling, advanced and on-level students. Learners receive 
instruction in the environment that’s right for them. Each student is 
challenged according to their level and nurtured. So, they are encouraged 
to engage, reflect and engage again. By consistently working within a 
zone of proximal development, students feel motivated and engaged 
during every lesson. 
Confidence-building growth: Students take ownership of their math 
learning when they set and track goals, personalize avatars and work 
within incentivized, gamified environments. Built-in student messaging 
lets teachers send personalized notes to encourage productive struggle.  
Students can respond or initiate conversations and feel connected with  
their teacher within the platform.
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The insights educators need to drive student achievement

Educators leverage rigorous, standards-aligned, evidence-based curriculum and real-time data to meet the 
needs of all students.
Actionable data and progress monitoring:  Educators use information from the platform to know when and how 
to accelerate or remediate — and how to di�erentiate. 
Delivers continuous formative assessment: DreamBox relays progress and performance data in and between 
lessons without disrupting instruction.
Targeted instruction based on specific needs: DreamBox provides extra support for teachers to focus more on 
what they do best, teaching. The solution equips educators to create assignments that di�erentiate lessons for 
the entire class, small groups or individual students. With Lesson Recommendations, educators instantly see 
students’ progress, including insights about what they should learn next. 
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DreamBox University
With hours of structured content to explore, educators have access to self-paced 
professional learning that correlates to what students are learning in DreamBox. It’s 
relevant, personalized and available on demand.

Professional development to 
enhance instructional practices
An engaging blended learning experience: DreamBox 
University’s library of learner-centric content provides a 
wealth of easy-to-use and interactive digital resources. 
The guided resources align with instructional goals and 
empower teachers to strengthen math instruction.
Professional development your way: Professional 

educator’s availability and needs. Teachers can engage 
in live, interactive professional development sessions or 
participate in self-paced, on-demand learning.
Partners in growth: Former educators with deep 
knowledge of K – 8 mathematics and blended-
learning practices power the DreamBox professional 
development team. DreamBox empowers educators 

through continuous learning across all key areas critical 
to math teaching and learning success.
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Harvard study suggests 

math learning outcomes
A study of nearly 3,000 students by the Center 
for Education Policy Research at Harvard 
University revealed that for every 20 minutes 
students spent on DreamBox, they increased 
their Measures of Academic Progress® 
(MAP®) scores by 2.5 points. Because the 
study indicates a linear relationship between 
time spent on DreamBox and achievement 
gains, students who use DreamBox for the 
recommended 60 minutes per week stand to 
experience an increase of 7.5 points on the MAP.

For more information, visit dreambox.com/customer-success.
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RIT scores improved 58% more than growth norms with just 60 minutes per week

+58%

“ DreamBox empowers students to take 
ownership of their learning. The criteria for 

and the lessons are customized for optimal 
student performance. We appreciate the 
sustainability in student achievement in  
math that is exemplified through the 
utilization of DreamBox.”

– Sylvia Williams | Principal at Dover Elementary School, Orangeburg
County School District, South Carolina

DreamBox Impact
DreamBox has won more than 40 top education and technology industry awards, including Best Math Learning 
Solution by the EdTech 2019 Breakthrough Awards, and received the highest privacy and security rating by 
Common Sense Media. DreamBox supports 400,000 educators and approximately 6 million students in all 50 
states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico; and throughout the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada and Mexico. 
Both engaging and proven to boost math performance, DreamBox is meaningful screentime that students love.
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Ready to discover what 
makes DreamBox Math Request a demo

https://www.dreambox.com/

